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Human causal reasoning
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Correlation does not imply causation!



Correlation or causation?

As ice cream sales increase, the rate of 

shark attacks sharply increases.



Correlation or causation?

Ice cream causes shark 
attacks!!



Correlation or causation?
On hot days, people eat more ice cream 

and spend more time in the ocean.



Most examples are not so 
obvious...



Check out this media report



The original JAMA research paper



The original JAMA research paper

“Although the correlational analysis in 
this study cannot establish causal 

mechanisms, it is a step toward 
determining which theories for 

disparities in longevity deserve further 
consideration.”
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A case study

So how can we infer 
causation?



Smoking causes lung cancer?



The first solid epidemiological evidence, 1950s



Cigarettes cause lung cancer!



Genetics as the cause of both smoking and lung cancer?



R. A. Fisher strongly believed in a common genetic cause!

17 February 1890 – 
29 July 1962



Gold Standard Evidence: 
Randomized Trial



Conduct a randomized study!
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Next best thing:
Observational study
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Conduct an observational study!

Smokers

Non-smokers

Observe

The smokers 
and 

non-smokers 
differ in ways 

other than 
smoking status!



Goal: Compare like-with-like



Control for genetic differences: compare identical twins!

Twin #1 is a non-smoker Twin #2 is a smoker



The evidence kept piling in... Until finally in 1964



Just for fun… here are some 
spurious correlations!





Marriage causes drowning...





Eating a lot of cheese will get you a civil engineering PhD



Thanks!


